
Wed, Nov 16, 2016

Pick up: self check (leave loose-ISN pg 95) 

Today you will:

Self check-Meiosis

Meiosis Animation

Review Meiosis/Complete POGIL Due tomorrow

Homework:

• Complete ISN pg 93

• Review notes/assignments

PHONES & EAR BUDS away Please!



DSQ ISN pg 84

• Meiosis is an important process to the survival of 
many organisms. What is/are the overall 
purpose(s) of meiosis?

A) To produce genetically identical cells for 

growth

B) To produce cells with the same number of 

chromosomes

C) To produce gamete cells with half as many 

chromosomes

D) To produce sex cells with twice as many 

chromosomes as the parent cell



Formative Check on Meiosis

� Put your name in upper 
right hand corner

� Name the phase that is 
described

� Identify the phase that is 
shown in the diagrams

� When finished, use 
seesaw to upload ISN pgs
90-91

� Word Bank-

� Prophase I

� Metaphase I

� Anaphase I

� Telophase I/Cytokinesis

� Prophase II

� Metaphase II

� Anaphase II

� Telophase II/Cytokinesis



�Analyze ALL of this graph ���� What phase 

is the longest according to this graph?



� MEIOSIS

1. Results in __(#) cells w/ ½ the # of Xsomes as orig. cell

2. If a  cell entering meiosis has 12 Xsomes, each of the 
resulting cells will have __ Xsomes

3. The resulting cells are called ____________(sex cells)

4. The human male sperm with ___ (#)  Xomses & the 
female ___ that also has 23 Xsomes could then join to 
form a _______.

5. The human HAPloid # equals ___

6. The resulting human zygote has ____ (#) Xsomes, which is 
called the ________ number.

7. The PROCESS that forms a zygote is called 
___________

4

Gametes/germ cells
6

23
egg
zygote

Review

Stop Think And Reflect

46
diploid

fertilization

23


